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“Do not consider even the smallest good deed as insignificant; even meeting your brother 
with a cheerful face (is a good deed)." 
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“Vague and nebulous is the beginning of all things, but not their end, And I fain would you 
remember me as a beginning.”  
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Prototype Learning technique(s) Goals 
The DDC Simple approach:  
the first turn is the pattern 
and the second is the 
template. 
Exploring the problems of using a 
dialogue corpus (Abu Shawar and 
Atwell 2003a) 
The KGA Simple approach, 
the first word approach, 
the first most significant 
word approach. 
Conversational machine for a new 
language (Abu Shawar and Atwell 
2003b). 
The BNC Simple approach, 
the first word approach, 
the first most significant 
word,  
and the second most 
significant words 
Generating a large number of AIML 
categories (Abu Shawar and Atwell 
2004a), and visualising/animating a 
corpus (Abu shawar and Atwell 
2005a). 
The Qur’an The same as the BNC 
techniques. 
Exploring problems in using Arabic 
language and non-conversational 
text (Abu Shawar and Atwell 
2004b). 
The SoC  
FAQ 
Same as the BNC, and 
the first word with the first 
most significant word, and 
the second most 
significant word. 
Exploring the use as a tool to 
retrieve answers from FAQ 
databases (Abu Shawar et al. 
2005b). 
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“...If you thought you must measure time into seasons, let each season encircle all the other 
seasons, and let today embrace the past with remembrance and the future with longing.” 
Gibran Kalil Gibran,”The prophet” 
 
2.1 Introduction 
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2.2 Corpus linguistics and computational linguistics 
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2.3 Chatbot history 
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PC Therapist3  
Simulate a Rogerian therapist, inspired 
from ELIZA. Different personalities have 
been developed such as: PC professor, 
discusses men versus women; PC 





A female chatbot that is used to teach 
English language through chatting. 
Input: textual mode 




A female Dutch financial advisor. Spoken mode 
MIA5 
 





A female avatar with body and uses 
gestures while talking. She directs you to 
discover the agent land, a new land where 
you can find more information about 
agents, what they are, how they work, 
how they could be useful for you. 
Textual mode 
Table 2. 1 Some recent chatbots 
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2.6.1 Information retrieval 
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2.8.1 Overview of AIML 
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<topic name=”the topic”> 






















<template>Wow, that is cheap!</template></category> 

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2.8.3 The recursive categories 
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Sample (a) shows the use of <srai> to simplify the language, obtained from the 
Afrikaans version developed in this thesis. 
<category>
 <pattern>WAT IS JOU NAAM</pattern>
 <template>My naam is Karike. Wat is jou naam?</template>
</category>
<category> 
  <pattern>HET JY N NAAM</pattern>  
  <template><srai>WAT IS JOU NAAM?</srai></template> 
</category> 
<category> 
  <pattern>HOE HEET JY</pattern>  











Whatever input matched this pattern, the portion bound to the wildcard * may be 
inserted into the reply with the mark-up <sr/>, which is equivalent to 
<srai></star></srai> 
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"What time is it?" "What time is it?" "What time is it" "WHAT TIME IS IT" 
"Quickly, go to 
http://alicebot.org!" 
"Quickly, go to 
http://alicebot dot 
org!" 
"Quickly, go to 
http://alicebot dot org" 
"QUICKLY GO TO 
HTTP ALICEBOT 
DOT ORG" 
":-) That's funny." "That is funny." "That is funny" "THAT IS FUNNY" 
"I don't know. Do 
you, or will you, 
have a robots.txt 
file?" 
"I do not know. Do 
you, or will you, have 
a robots dot txt file?" 
"I do not know" 
"Do you, or will you, 
have a robots dot txt 
file" 
"I DO NOT KNOW" 
"DO YOU OR WILL 
YOU HAVE A 
ROBOTS DOT TXT 
FILE" 




































 <Topic>  		  





















Value of topic 
predicate 
Input path 
"YES" "DO YOU LIKE 
CHEESE" 
"" "YES <that> DO YOU LIKE 
CHEESE <topic> *" 
"MY NAME 
IS NOEL" 
"I GUESS SO" "MUSHROOMS" "MY NAME IS NOEL <that> I 
GUESS SO <topic> MUSHROOMS" 
Table 2. 3 Producing the input path by the AIML interpreter. 
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<pattern>_ WHAT IS 2 AND 2</pattern> 




   <pattern>WHAT IS 2 *</pattern> 








   <pattern>HIYA</pattern> 




   <pattern>HELLO</pattern> 
   <template><random> 
       <li>Well hello there!</li> 
       <li>Hi there!</li> 
       <li>Hi there. I was just wanting to talk.</li> 
   </random></template> 
</category> 






























































Applying step 1, match with 
Normalisation Process 
Hiya, what is 2 and 2? 
HIYA WHAT IS 2 AND 2 
_ WHAT IS 2 AND 2 
<srai> WHAT IS 2 AND 2 </srai> 
WHAT IS 2 AND * 




No match. Go back one step. Try to find 
No match. Back another step. Try to find 
Match found, select an 





Well hello there! 
Hi there! 
Hi there. I just want to talk. 
Hi there! Four. 
Atomic match, select an answer 
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W: Welcome message  Q: Quitting message   
N: No match    V: Void input    
I: Input transformation  / : Comment 
K: Keyword pattern  R: Keyword response    
M: Memorise phrase  N: No match    
O: Output transformation &: Action to be perform 
Figure 2. 6 Elizabeth script command notations 
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2.9.2 Dynamic processing in Elizabeth 
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I  my sister => my sister 
& { K   MOTHER 
& { N    DOES ANYTHING ELSE ABOUT YOUR MOTHER? } 
R  HOW WELL YOUR MOTHER AND SISTER GET ON? } 
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K  [ ] MY NAME [phrase] 
&  { M label [phrase]} 
R  YOUR NAME [phrase]? 

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V\: deletes all current void messages. 
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/ The Script begins with Welcome, Void, No-Keyword and Quit 
responses: 
 
‘001’ W  HELLO, I'M Elizabeth. WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO TALK ABOUT? 
‘001’ V  CAN'T YOU THINK OF ANYTHING TO SAY? 
‘002’ V  ARE YOU ALWAYS CHIE ? 
‘001’ N  TELL ME WHAT YOU LIKE DOING. 
‘001’ Q  GOODBYE!  DO COME BACK SOON. 
 
/ Next come the Input transformations: 
 
‘001’  I  mum => mother  
‘002’  I  dad => father 
 
/ Then the Output transformations: 
 
‘001’ O  i am => YOU ARE 
‘002’ O  you are => I AM 
‘003’ O  my => YOUR 
‘004’ O  your => MY 
‘005’ O  me => YOU 
‘006’ O  I  IS => I AM 
‘007’ O  YOU IS => YOU ARE 
 
 
/ And four groups of Keyword transformations: 
 
‘001’ K  I THINK [phrase] 
‘001’ R  WHY DO YOU THINK [phrase]? 
‘002’ K  MOTHER 
‘003’ K  FATHER 
‘001’ R  TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FAMILY. 
‘002’ R  WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER MOST ABOUT YOUR CHILDHOOD? 
‘003’ R  ARE YOU THE YOUNGEST IN YOUR FAMILY? 
‘004’ K  [phrase1] IS YOUNGER THAN [phrase2] 
‘001’ R  SO [phrase2] IS OLDER THAN [phrase1]. 
‘005’ K  I LIKE [string]ING 
‘001’ R  HAVE YOU [string]ED AT ALL RECENTLY? 
‘006’ K  [ ] my [phrase] 
      & {M [phrase]} 
‘001’ R  YOUR [phrase]? 






















Dad => father 
 
‘001’  K   MOTHER 
 
‘001’  R  
 















‘006’  K   my 
[phrase] 
 
[phrase] => sister is 
a teacher 
 
‘001’ R  
-  
YOUR 
























[phrs1] => my 
brother 
 
[phrs2] => me 
 










me => YOU 
 
 














‘005’  K 
I LIKE [string]ING 
 
[string] => read 
 










Table 2. 4 Tracing an Elizabeth output 
 
 
2.9.4 Implementing grammatical rules in Elizabeth 
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S => NP  VP 
NP => D  N 



















I  a => (A d) 
I   the => (THE d) 
I   cat => (CAT n) 
I   dog => (DOG n) 
I   likes => (LIKES v) 
I   ([brak1] d) ([brak2] n) => (([brak1] D) ([brak2] N) np) 
I   ([brak1] v) ([brak2] np) => (([brak1] V) ([brak2] NP) vp) 
I   ([brak1] np) ([brak2] vp) => (([brak1] NP) ([brak2] VP) s) 
K   [any?] 
R   [any?] 
W  TYPE A SENTENCE USING:  A, THE, CAT, DOG, RABBIT, BITES,  
      CHASES, LIKES 
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“A man said to Rasulullah pbuh : ‘Give me some advice’, and he said : ‘Judge each matter by 
its disposition. If you see good in its outcome, carry on with it;...’ ” 
Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) 
3.1 Introduction 
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3.1.1 MICASE corpus problems 
The Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English1 (MICASE), is a collection 
of transcripts of academic speech events recorded at the University of Michigan. 
A sample of this corpus is shown in figure 3.1. 
 
 
S1: circumpolar stars. So if I keep my pointer there, [S2: 
oh] <ROTATES CEILING> everything else moves and we all get 
sick. <SS LAUGH> and we go backwards in time. And that’s 
even more fun. 
 




S1: Okay so that’s how the sky is going to move, a couple 
of other things that we can do in here, um, this is a 
presentation of, the, grid, that we use to divide the sky, 
so these lines that run, north south what do we call those? 
 
S3: declination 
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TUTOR [Opening remarks and asks student to read out aloud 
and begin] 
 
STUD [Reads problem] Mike starts a job at McDonald’s that 
will pay him 5 dollars and hour, Mike gets dropped off by 
his parents at the start of is shift. Mike works a “h” hour 
shift. Write an expression for how much he makes in one 
night? 
 
[Writes “h*5 = how much he makes”] 
 
TUTOR That’s right number.  





T:  [student name], I’d like you to read the problem 
carefully, and then tell me your strategy for solving this. 
 
S:  ok 
       [Pause 17 sec] 
     hmm. 
 [Pause 6 sec]   
 
T:  thinking out loud as much as possible is good 
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3.1.3 CSPA corpus problems 



















LANGER: Hello, I’m delighted to be here. I have carefully 
read and heard about the University of Albany, the State 
University of New York. And I’m also the director of the 
National Research Center on English Learning and 
Achievement. 
 
STRICKLAND: Her mother wrote the stances. 
(Laughter) 
 
KAPINUS: Dorothy, I might add also that Judith probably has 
more history with NAEP than just about that I know of, you 
know, NAEP and reading. 
 
STRICKLAND: Yes, yes. We will really turn to you as a very 
important resource, Judith. And we have a new member, 
Gloria Lopez Gutierrez. 
And, Gloria, tell us a little bit about yourself. 
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  <sli>, <brth>, <click> tags, and using capital 
letters to denote proper names, i.e., E two denotes an engine name E2. The 
silence tag <sli> and the breath tag <brth> are used to denote word duration 
within the utterance. The <click> tag denotes obvious tongue clicking. 


utt11 : u:  okay <sil> um <sil> engine <sil> two  
utt12 : s:  + okay +  
utt13 : u:  + from + Elmira  
utt14 : s:  + mm-hm +  
utt15 : u:  + to + Corning  
utt16 : s:  okay  
utt17 : u:  and then <sil> do I need anything else or can I   
      go straight to Bath  
utt18 : s:  um you'll need a <sil> boxcar to move the  
            oranges from Corning to Bath  
utt19 : u:  okay <sil> uh <sil> take the boxcar from  
            Dansville <click> <sil> to Corning  
utt20 : s:  okay  
utt21 :     so we'll have to send uh the engine <sil> what  
      E two <brth> <sil> uh from Elmira <sil> to   
            Dansville to get the boxcar  
Figure 3. 5 TRAINS corpus sample 






















How how are things otherwise 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-099#34:1:B> 




Uhm okay lah 
<ICE-SIN:S1A-099#36:1:A> 








Ya I mean I don’t really feel comfortable talking about it 
over the phone so when I see you I’ll tell you about it lah 
Figure 3. 6 ICE-Singapore corpus sample 

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<spreker1> nee hy't Donderdag twee gedruk <oorvleuel> 
<spreker1> en Din~ </spreker1> 
 
<spreker2> teen wie't hulle </spreker2> </oorvleuel> 
</spreker1> 
<spreker2>  gespeel </spreker2> 
 
<spreker1> teen <fil> uh uuhm </fil> Proteapark </spreker1>  
 
<spreker2> *a+ gewen </spreker2> 
 
<spreker1> vyf-en-vyftig nul en Dinsdag het hulle agt-en-
tagtig nul gewen </spreker1> 
 
<spreker2> jissie toe wie't hulle *f+  wie't hulle gespeel 
<oorvleuel> 
<spreker2> altwee ke~ o Elandskraal </spreker2> 
 
<spreker1> Elandskraal  Elandskraal </spreker1> 
</oorvleuel> Elandskraal  o </spreker2> 
<spreker1> en <fil> ih </fil> <oorvleuel> 
<spreker1> Christoff-hulle </spreker1> 
 
<spreker2> en Christoff </spreker2> </oorvleuel> hulle 
eerste span het Dinsdag <fil> uuh </fil> vyf-en-dertig vyf 
gewen en gister het hulle drie-en-vyftig nul gewen 
</spreker1> 
<spreker2> (lag) </spreker2> 
Figure 3. 7 A sample of the Korpus Gesprooke Afrikaans corpus 
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3.2.2 Principles adopted to solve the KGA problems 
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3.3 The British National Corpus 
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<s n="32"><w ITJ>Hello<c PUN>. 
</u> 
<u who=PS000> 
<s n="33"><w ITJ>Hello <w NP0>Donald<c PUN>. </u> 
Figure 3. 8 A sample of a BNC spoken transcript 
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<s n="29"><w PNP>You <w VDB>do<c PUN>? 
<s n="30"><w AV0>Well <w PNP>you <w VBB>are <w 
AV0>very <w AJ0>fortunate <w NN0>people<c PUN>. 
<s n="31"><w CJC>But <w PNI>none <w PRF>of <w PNP>you 
<w VM0>will <w VVI>know <w DPS>my <w NN1>friend <w 
AV0>over here <w DTQ>whose <w NN1>name <w VBZ>is <w 
NP0>Donald<c PUN>. </u> 
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<s n="5"><unclear> <w AT0>a <w NN1>minute<c PUN>. 
</u> 
 
<u who=PS100 ><unclear ></u> 
 
<u who=F72PS000> 
<s n="6"><w CJC>And <w DTQ>what <w VBB>are <w 
PNP>they<c PUN>? 
</u> 




<s n=00011><w AJ0>Poor <w AJ0>old <w 
NP0>Luxembourg'<w VBZ>s  
<w AJ0-VVN>beaten<c PUN>. 
<s n=00012><w PNP>You <w PNP>you<w VHB>'ve <w 
PNP>you<w VHB>'ve  
<w AV0>absolutely <w AV0>just<w VVN>gone <w 
AV0>straight  




<s n=00013><ptr target=P1> <w PNP>I <w VHB>haven<w 
XX0>'t<c PUN>.  
<ptr target=P2/> </u> 
 
<u who=w0014> 
<s n=00014><w CJC>and <w VVN>forgotten <w AT0>the <w 
AJ0>poor  
<w AJ0>little<w NN1>country<c PUN>. </u> 
 
This is actually equivalent to: 
  
W0001: Poor old Luxembourg's beaten. You, you've,    
       you've absolutely just gone straight over it. 
 
W0014: (interrupting) I haven't. 
 
W0001: (at the same time) and forgotten the poor    
       little country. 

























































<s n="37"><w CRD>forty <w NN0>percent <w PRF>of <w 
DPS>her <w NN1>time <w CJS>because <w PNP>she <w 
VDZ>does <w PNP>it <w AV0>so  
<w AV0>quickly <vocal desc=laugh> <w CJC>but <w 
UNC>er <w ITJ>oh </u> 
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3.3.2 The principles adopted to solve the BNC spoken text problems 
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THE DAYBREAK, DAWN, CHAPTER NO. 113 
 
With the Name of Allah, the Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful 
Redeemer 
 
113/1 Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn 
 
113/2 From the mischief of created things; 
 
113/3 From the mischief of Darkness as it overspreads; 
 
113/4 From the mischief of those who practise secret arts; 
 
113/5 And from the mischief of the envious one as he practises 
envy. 
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3.4.2 The adopted principles to solve the Qur’an problems 
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<TR><TD WIDTH="10%" ALIGN="left" VALIGN="bottom"> 
<A HREF="appa02.html" ACCESSKEY="P">Prev</A></TD> 
<TD WIDTH="80%" ALIGN="center" VALIGN="bottom">Maintenance 
of the FAQ</TD> 
<TD WIDTH="10%" ALIGN="right" VALIGN="bottom"> 
<A HREF="appa04.html" ACCESSKEY="N">Next</A></TD></TR> 








</A>What is it?</H1> 
<P>The <SPAN CLASS="acronym">FAQ 
</SPAN> contains information, mainly in       question and 
answer form, for students and staff on many aspects of       
the School of Computing, concentrating on the School's 
computing facilities.      
</P> <P>It contains advice on: </P><P></P> 
<UL><LI> 
<P><A HREF="x02.html">basic computer usage 
</A> (logging in, changing passwords)          
</P></LI> <LI> 
<P>location and use of <A HREF="x09.html">computer 
laboratories</A></P></LI> 







<P> <A NAME="AEN598"></A> 
<B>1. </B> 
<SPAN CLASS="bold"><B CLASS="emphasis">What rules are there 
for the use of         computing facilities? 
</B> </SPAN> </P></DIV> 
<DIV CLASS="answer"> 
<P> 
<B> </B>The School has a <A HREF="aup.html">Policy on the 
acceptable         use of computing facilities</A>. All 
persons wishing to use the         School's computing 
facilities will be required to read, agree to,         and 
sign the acceptable use policy.</P> </DIV>  
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"Make things easy and convenient and don't make them harsh and difficult...” 
 Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) 
4.1 Introduction 
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4.2.1 Software requirements specification 





Corpus Language Content 
DDC English A collections of links to 
different spoken dialogue 
corpora 
KGA  Afrikaans Transcripts of General 
Afrikaans conversations 
Spoken BNC transcripts English Spoken transcripts in different 
domains  
Qur’an in Arabic Arabic Arabic monologue text 
Qur’an in English English input, 
and Arabic-
English output 
English monologue text 
FAQ of the School of 
Computing at 
University of Leeds 
English Frequent Asked Questions  
relating to the School of 
Computing 



































4.2.2 Software design and implementation 
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4.3 The DDC prototype 
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Sample of MICASE transcript 
 
S1: circumpolar stars. So if I keep my pointer there, [S2: 
oh] <ROTATES CEILING> everything else moves and we all get 
sick. <SS LAUGH> and we go backwards in time. And that’s 
even more fun. 
 
S2: make it go really fast. 
 
The AIML category is:  
 
<category> 
   <pattern>CIRCUMPOLAR STARS SO IF I KEEP MY POINTER    
            THERE EVERYTHING ELSE MOVES AND WE ALL GET  
            SICK AND WE GO BACKWARDS IN TIME AND THAT’S    
            EVEN MORE FUN 
   </pattern> 
   <template>make it go really really fast.</template> 
</category> 
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Assuming the atomic category is: 
<category> 
<pattern>SARFU HET OMTRENT</pattern> 



































<pattern>* SARFU * </pattern> 








<pattern>* SARFU </pattern> 
<template>tien kleintjies gekry</template> 
</category> 




4.4.2 Elaborating the system architecture 
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Figure 4. 3 The program algorithm of the KGA prototype 
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Text pre-processing Phase 
Reiteration  Preparation 
Restructuring Phase 
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4.5 The BNC prototype 
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4.5.2 The alteration method 
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4.6 The Qur’an prototype  
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Say not, I have found the truth,  but rather, I have found a truth.  
Gibran Khalil Gibran, The Prophet
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, results and evaluation of the chatbot versions developed will be 
described. All the implemented versions are in fact chatbots which could be 
evaluated according to naturalness using the same approach used in the Loebner 
Prize contest as discussed in section 2.8. However, the evaluation is based on 
meeting the objectives of each version of the chatbot. If the goal is achieved then 
the implementation was successful. While evolving the different versions, the 
aim was to improve the matching process in addition to varying the domain and 
the language as shown in section 1.4.   
Four main methodologies were used for evaluation:  
1. Evaluate the naturalness of ALICE by comparing human-to-human 
dialogues versus human-to-chatbot ones. 
2. Evaluate the success of the learning techniques in giving answers, based 
on dialogue efficiency, quality and users satisfaction. 
3. Evaluate the ability to generate a large number of categories and use of 
the chatbot as a tool to visualise a corpus. 
4. Evaluate the ability of using the chatbot as an information retrieval 
system by comparing it with a search engine.  
The evaluation could not have been done without the help of many experts and 
users. I would like to thank all of them for their help: 
Paul Rayson, for providing access to the W-matrix tool. 
Gerhard Huysteen, Bertus Van Rooy and their colleagues and 
students at Potcheftroom University for providing the KGA 
transcripts, and evaluating the Afrikaana version. 
Derick Burger and his wife who graded the Afrikaana replies. 
Adam Kilgarriff, Sebastian Hoffman and David Lee who helped 




Muslims and non-Muslims who evaluated the Qur an versions. 
The staff and students in the School of Computing at University 
of Leeds for their help in evaluationg the FAQchat. 
Special thanks to Roger Boyle, Katja Markert, and Vania 
Dimitrova for giving critical feedback.  
5.2 Human-to-human versus human-to-chatbot dialogues 
In section 2.8 the Loebner Prize was discussed as a method to evaluate chatbots 
in terms of fooling people that they are chatting with a real human. One 
conclusion was that 10 minutes chatting may not be sufficient to judge 
naturalness. Dialogue transcripts generated via chatting with ALICE, the three 
times Loebner prize winner, are compared with real conversations extracted from 
different dialogue corpora. The comparison will illustrate the strength or 
weakness of ALICE as a human simulation, according to linguistic features: 
lexical, part-of-speech, and semantic differences.   
The Wmatrix tool (Rayson 2003) was used for this comparison. Wmatrix 
computes part-of-speech class and semantic class for each word in the texts, and 
then highlights specific words, part-of-speech categories, and semantic word-
classes which appear more often in one text than the other. The comparison 
results are viewed as feature frequency lists ordered by log-likelihood ratio: 
highest LL values indicate the most important differences between corpora. 
Wmatrix was used to compare between human-to-human dialogues, extracted 
from CSPA corpus (which is part of the DDC), and human-to-computer 
dialogues extracted from conversations with ALICE on the AI movie website1. 
The ALICE dialogues are general conversations and not restricted to a particular 
domain such as movies.   
The Corpus of Spoken Professional American English (CSPA) includes 
transcripts of conversation of different types, covering professional activities 
broadly tied to academia and politics. The transcripts were recorded during 
professional meetings. The figures 5.1-5.3 below illustrate the most important 
differences in semantic, POS and lexical levels between ALICE chatbot dialogue 
and the spoken professional transcript (denoted by 01 and 02 respectively). 






5.2.1 Semantic comparison         
Semantic comparisons in figure 5.1 and figure 5.2 show that the following 
semantic categories are used more in ALICE transcripts: explicit speech act 
expressions are highly used within ALICE, an attempt to reinforce the 
   Figure 5. 1 Screenshot of the semantic comparison between ALICE (01) and CSPA (02) 
Sorted by log-likelihood value 
Item   O1      %1     O2      %2        LL 
E2+    16     1.42    62     0.15 +    40.90  Liking 
Z4     38     3.37    400    0.95 +    40.05  Discourse Bin 
Q2.2   37     3.28    449    1.06 +    32.05  Speech acts 
Z1     34     3.01    406    0.96 +    30.16  Personal names 
P1     1      0.09    671    1.59 -    27.63  Education in general
Z8     214    18.97   5485   12.98 +   26.46  Pronouns etc. 
H4     8      0.71    23     0.05 +    24.20  Residence 
X2.2+  19     1.68    173    0.41 +    23.85  Knowledge 
Z5     268    23.76  13314   31.51 -   22.95  Grammatical bin 
O4.2+  6      0.53   14      0.03 +    20.10  Judgement of 



































































impression that there is a real dialogue; pronouns (e.g. he, she, it, they) are used 
more in ALICE, to pretend personal knowledge and contact; discourse verbs (e.g. 
I think, you know, I agree) occurred more frequently in ALICE, to simulate 
human trust and opinions during the chat; liking expressions (e.g. love, like, 
enjoy)  appeared more often in ALICE, to give an impression of human feelings.  
The only categories used noticeably more in CSPA are: education terms, hardly 
surprising given the academic discourse source; and grammatical function words, 
corresponding to more complex grammar.   
5.2.2 Part-of-Speech comparison 
Figure 5.3 and figure 5.4 show the part-of-speech frequency differences between 
the two sources. Singular first-person pronoun (e.g. I), second-person pronoun 
(e.g. you) and proper names (e.g. Alice) are used more in ALICE, to mark 
participant roles more explicitly and hence reinforce the illusion that the 
conversation really has two participants. Plural personal pronouns (e.g. we) were 
used more in CSPA, because all samples were extracted from meetings between 
cooperating professionals, using inclusive language. Coordinating conjunctions 
(e.g. and, or) and subordinating conjunctions (e.g. if, because, unless) are used 
more within the CSPA, these indicate more complex clause and phrase structure 
which ALICE avoids because it applies simple pattern matching techniques, and 
cannot handle dependencies between clauses. It also makes less use of 
interjections, preferring more formal clause structure; another interpretation of 
this imbalance could be that ALICE makes more use of interjections as fillers 
when no good match is found in the pattern database.    
Sorted by log-likelihood value 
Item           O1       %1     O2       %2        LL 
PPY            80     7.09    503     1.19 +  144.18      
VD0            43     3.81    258     0.61 +   80.57      
PPIS2           1     0.09    799     1.89 -   34.03      
PPIO1          10     0.89     38     0.09 +   25.87      
CC             10     0.89   1343     3.18 -   25.68      
PPIS1          55     4.88    984     2.33 +   23.02      
NP1            44     3.90    744     1.76 +   20.97      
NNB             5     0.44      8     0.02 +   19.59      
DD1             9     0.80   1030     2.44 -   16.56      
CST             6     0.53    813     1.92 -   15.68      
UH             14     1.24    181     0.43 +   11.01      
Figure 5. 3 Screenshot of POS  comparison between ALICE (01) and CSPA (02) 
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  Figure 5. 4 POS comparison between ALICE and CSPA  
5.2.3 Lexical comparison     
Sorted by log-likelihood value 
Item           O1       %1     O2       %2        LL 
you            72     6.38    496     1.17 +  119.80      
Emily           9     0.80      0     0.00 +   65.69      
do             44     3.90    370     0.88 +   60.25      
you_know        8     0.71      7     0.02 +   38.04      
Alice           5     0.44      0     0.00 +   36.50      
created         5     0.44      0     0.00 +   36.50      
internet        5     0.44      0     0.00 +   36.50      
name            6     0.53      2     0.00 +   34.90      
we              1     0.09    799     1.89 -   34.03      
Dr              4     0.35      0     0.00 +   29.20      
chocolate       4     0.35      0     0.00 +   29.20      
dance           4     0.35      0     0.00 +   29.20      
french          4     0.35      0     0.00 +   29.20      
ok              4     0.35      0     0.00 +   29.20      
am              6     0.53      5     0.01 +   28.90      










































   Figure 5. 6 Word comparison between ALICE and CSPA 
    
Word-level analysis results shown in figure 5.5 and figure 5.6 confirm and 
exemplify the more general part-of-speech and semantic class preferences. 
ALICE transcripts made more use of specific proper names Alice (not 
surprisingly!) and Emily ; and of you-know , where the underscore artificially 
creates a new single word from two real words. ALICE also made more use of 
lexical items which correspond to the marked POS and semantic categories 
above; for example, ALICE transcripts included more use of I and  you .   
The above comparison shows that when ALICE tries to simulate real dialogue, 
ALICE over exaggerates use of key lexical, grammatical and semantic features 
of dialogue. Other human dialogue corpus texts were compared against ALICE 
transcripts; there are genre- or topic-specific differences for each corpus, but 
ALICE s over-exaggerated use of speech act verbs, first-person pronouns, and 
similar explicit dialogue cues are a recurring result.  
5.3 Evaluating the Afrikaans version 
Instead of chatting for just 10 minutes as suggested by the Loebner Prize, 
alternative evaluation methods more attuned to and appropriate to practical 
information systems applications are advocated. Methods to train and adapt a 




user-supplied training corpus. The evaluation takes account of open-ended trials 
by real users, rather than artificial 10-minute trials. One example is a chatbot for 
Afrikaans-speaking researchers and students in South Africa.  
In section 4.2 we described the adaptation of ALICE/AIML chatbot architecture 
to be retrained from a dialogue corpus to generate a new version of ALICE in a 
different language style (e.g. Professional American English), or even a 
completely different language. A training corpus of Afrikaans dialogue 
transcripts, the Korpus Gesproke Afrikaans (KGA) as discussed in section 3.2, 
was used to develop Afrikaans-speaking and bilingual Afrikaans-English 
chatbots. Literal matching, the first word approach, and the most significant word 
approach were applied as clarified in section 4.4.2. Two versions of ALICE for 
the Afrikaans language were developed, Afrikaana that speaks only Afrikaans 
and AVRA that speaks English and Afrikaans. AVRA combines the categories 
from the KGA with the original English ALICE categories. This was inspired by 
our observation that the KGA actually includes some English, as Afrikaans 
speakers are generally bilingual and code-switch comfortably. Prototypes of 
the chatbots on websites were mounted, using Pandorabot2 service, and open-
ended testing was encouraged and feedback was provided from five remote users 
at Potscheftreem University in South Africa; this helped in refining the system 
more effectively.   
To evaluate this prototype, three evaluation metrics were adopted: 
1. Dialogue efficiency in terms of matching type. 
2. Dialogue quality metrics based on response type. 
3. Users satisfaction assessment based on an open-ended request for 
feedback.  
5.3.1 Dialogue efficiency metrics 
The efficiency of four sample dialogues was measured in terms of atomic match, 
first word match, most significant match, and no match. The aim was to measure 
the efficiency of the adopted learning mechanisms to see if they increase the 
ability to find answers to general user input. Table 5.1 shows the frequency of 
each type in each dialogue generated between the user and the Afrikaans chatbot; 
in figure 5.7, these absolute frequencies are normalised to relative probabilities.   





Matching Type Dialogue 1 Dialogue 2 Dialogue 3 Dialogue 4 
Atomic 1 3 6 3 
First word 9 15 23 4 
Most significant 13 2 19 9 
No match 0 1 3 1 
Number of turns 23 21 51 17 
Table 5. 1 Response type frequencies for Afrikaana
 
This approach of evaluation via dialogue efficiency metrics, illustrates that the 
first word and the most significant approach increase the ability to generate 
























  Figure 5. 7 Dialogue efficiency: Afrikaana matching types relative probabilities  
5.3.2 Dialogue quality metrics 
In order to measure the quality of each response, responses were classified 
according to an independent human evaluation of reasonableness : reasonable 
reply, weird but understandable, or nonsensical reply. The chatting transcript was 
given to an Afrikaans-speaking teacher to mark each response according to these 
classes. Table 5.2 shows the number of turns in each dialogue and the 
frequencies of each response type. Figure 5.8 shows the frequencies normalised 




For this evaluator, it seems that nonsensical responses are more likely than 
reasonable or understandable but weird answers.    
Response Type Dialogue 1 Dialogue 2 Dialogue 3 Dialogue 4 
Number of 
turns 
23 21 51 17 
Reasonable 2 4 5 5 
Weird 19 3 7 1 
Nonsensical 2 14 39 11 


























5.3.3 User satisfaction 
Users satisfaction was gathered from users comments after chatting with the 
systems. The first prototypes were based only on literal pattern matching against 
corpus utterances: the first word, and the most significant word were not 
implemented, so wildcard default categories were not added. The Afrikaans-
speaking evaluators found these first prototypes disappointing and frustrating: 
few of their attempts at conversation found exact matches in the training corpus, 
therefore Afrikaana replied with a default ja most of the time. However, 
expanding the AIML pattern matching using the first-word and the most-
significant-word approaches yielded more favourable feedback; the informants 
found the conversations less repetitive and more interesting. In this respect, user 
satisfaction had been achieved based on this kind of informal user feedback.   
5.3.4 The methodology drawbacks 
Unfortunately, this evaluation is restricted to the available resources which are 
limited. Firstly, the chatting process was done by a few people in South Africa, 
colleagues and students of the Afrikaans linguists, who sent the corpus. Secondly 
to label the generated dialogues in terms of the quality metrics, one Afrikaans 
teacher was found to do that.  
However, the reasons behind why the majority of responses were nonsensical can 
be related to three issues: 
1. The dialogue corpus context does not cover a wide range of domains; 
Afrikaana can only talk about the domain of the training corpus.  
2. The repeated approach used to solve the problem of determining the 
pattern and the template in case of more than two speakers may lead to 
incoherent transcripts.  
3. The adopted machine-learnt models have not included linguistic analysis 
mark-up, such as grammatical, semantic or dialogue-act annotations 
(Atwell 1996b, Atwell et al. 2000a), as ALICE/AIML makes no use of 




5.4 Evaluating the BNC versions 
Evaluation of the BNC version is based on achieving the following objectives: 
1. Measuring the ability of the program to generate large number of 
categories was the main goal for using the BNC corpus.  
2. Measuring the ability of using the chatbot as a tool to visualise such a 
large corpus.  
5.4.1 Results and discussion. 
After nearly ten days of running the program, 1,153,129 categories were 
generated and separated in 801 files and 47 folders, which took up 320 MB of 
disk space. This number is 20 times bigger than any existing chatbot: the large 
public-domain AIML category-file developed over several years contains about 
50,000 categories (Wallace 2003).   
A new version of ALICE using the Pandorabot web-hosting service was created 
to make our chatbot available for use over the World Wide Web. Instead of 
launching 801 files, a Java code was written to map the files of each folder into 
one file. The mapping process squeezed the files to 47 files, which were used to 
launch the Pandorabot. Unfortunately, the Pandorabot server could not handle 
such large files, so the previous 801 files were tried with the Pandorabot. After 
the successful compilation, and a little chatting, a message was received from the 
Pandorabot that the big size of our dialogue model was causing major problems 
for the server and to other users  chatbots; as a result, the BNC version was taken 
offline again.   
Instead, the BNC files were copied into our PC, and a version of the ALICE 
program was run locally. Three users tried chatting with this version. Different 
chatting examples were generated, figure 5.9 is a sample of dialogue generated 
between a user and the chatbot, which is used to analyse the reasons behind 





Chatbot: good morning. Now young lady what can I do for you 
today?  
User: Let s talk. 
Chatbot: Yeah  
User: Do you like dancing? 
Chatbot: No. I ve. I ve just. All I ve done is because Erm 
because that is a function of that.  
User: Tell me about dancing:  
Chatbot: The dances. Oh they were just great fun the dances 
all met in tch school. It was the nearest to us and the 
next one was the Glen Ayloch school. But oh we d we d a lot 
of fiddlers in those days and a girl at the Piano. And then 
when things got a wee bitty better we used to have the 
Camerons up from Kilray from Kerry to dance to the. Play at 
the dances. And of course the night of the. Gathering Ball 
it was just packed tight with people hardly, the school 
would hardly hold them all. And then they put up a big tent 
in the. Beside the school where you went out for supper er 
it was that is s.  
User: You had a dancing party at your school? 
Chatbot: That is good.  
User: I like swimming 
Chatbot: Mhm.  
User: Do you like swimming? 
Chatbot: No. I ve. I ve just. All I ve done is because Erm 
because that is a function of that.  
User: Talk to you later. 
Chatbot: Oh. It is still fine.  
User: Bye bye 
Chatbot: Right cheerio now. 
Figure 5. 9 A sample of chatting with the BNC chatbot  
A careful look at this example dialogue provides us with an insight into some 
remaining problems with the pattern matching process. Some responses seem 
meaningless, because the response is taken from a specific BNC text and this 
chat is not in the same context (e.g. you had a dancing party at your school? ). 
Other responses show that the pattern-extraction process needs to be improved. 
For example, when the user input starts with do you like , the same response 
will be generated regardless of the object. This is because it matches the first 




To solve these problems: 
1. The POS tags in the BNC were used to benefit from the corpus linguistic 
annotation: the first word method was improved by considering the first 
word scanned in the pattern which is not a question, a pronoun, or a 
preposition. The first meaningful word in the utterance will be 
considered; also the most significant meaningful word will be 
considered as a least frequent word. However, this experiment contradicts 
the generalisation approach, but it was necessary to check that for future 
work, the annotated corpus could be used to obtain the POS-tags to have 
more reasonable answers. 
2. To concentrate on a certain context, specific domains from the BNC were 
extracted and used to develop different versions of the chatbot. Seven 
versions were generated which emulate London teenagers and 
Loudmouths as shown in table 5.3; each contains about half the number 
of categories in the public-domain ALICE brain . These versions were 
tested by 8 users.  
Another problem encountered in the previous sample of chatting, is the 
incomplete utterances. Actually this resulted from the unclear or overlapping 
parts and the approach in removing the overlapping.  
Teenager version Atomic Default Total 
(BNC files) Categories File size 
(KB) 
Categories File size 
(KB) 
Categories 
Michael 7,021 1,044 14,914 1,905 21,935 
Jessica 4,261 787 10,069 1,554 14,330 
Peter 5,912 939 12,878 1,771 18,790 
Robin 4,726 673 14,580 1,774 19,306 
Samantha 6,058 788 18,283 1,695 24,341 
Loudmouth1 8,114 1,301 17,827 2,368 25,941 
Loudmouth2 8,383 1,217 16,971 2,130 25,354 
Table 5. 3 The BNC London teenager and loudmouth chatbots  
The Bergen Corpus of London Teenager English language (COLT) is an English 
corpus involving speech of 13-17 years old teenage students (Andersen and 
StenstrÖm 1996). Some COLT files were added to the K folder of the BNC. A 
list of the first line of COLT files were provided by Sebastian Hoffmann from 
Switzerland. The first line of each was used to search the BNC K folder to 
extract the BNC file names. The BNC files KPL, KPS, KPT, KPW, KPX, and 




were used to generate Peter; KPX and KPY for Robin; and finally KPE to 
generate Samantha. The files were selected taking into consideration the size to 
avoid causing a problem with the Pandorabot server. The loudmouth versions 
were extracted from files having swear words, which were provided by Hoffman. 
KDN was used to build Loudmouth1; KD9, KE1, and KR2 for Loudmouth2. 
Figure 5.10 illustrates the dialogue between a user and Peter.   
Human: I never give cigarettes 
Peter: Did you give that one back to Dan and Honey?  
Human: You would not give me a cigarette anyway 
Peter: In any case, Who else would not give you a cigarette?  
Human: It depends 
Peter: Yeah  
Human: Did your mum know that you smoke cigarettes 
Peter: About a month ago  
Human: Alright look 
Peter: Stop whispering about me  
Human: Yeah well I am so used to you talking about me 
Peter: I, I Well that's okay. Everything is changing so 
quickly these days. 
Figure 5. 10 A sample of  chatting with Peter-BNC chatbot  
Another five versions were generated in different domains as shown in table 5.4 
and 3 users tried it.  David Lee's Excel spreadsheet3 was used to extract the BNC 
file names for this purpose. Figure 5.11 shows chatting with the sport version to 
visualise what topics are there.   
Chatbot Atomic Default Total 
Categories File size 
(KB) 
Categories File size 
(KB) 
Categories 
Sport 3,283 974 7,913 1,820 11,196 
World affairs 3,120 983 8,756 1,886 11,876 
Travel 640 314 1,636 575 22,76 
Media 1,061 491 3,126 1,210 4,187 
Food 503 93 1,125 168 1,628 
Table 5. 4 Different BNC versions  





Human: Hello there! 
Sport: OH!  
Human: do you intend to watch a football match? 
Sport: Days gone by?Well, you had to send miles for them, 
did not you er er blacksmith Blacksmiths were the thing on 
the side of the road, did not he do all the wheeling, mend 
your wheels, and all horse, all iron wheels, and things 
like that, wo not years ago, and you had to send for him to 
come and do 'em, w well, he had men that he'd, that he'd 
taught like boys, apprentices He, they used to go out and 
do all the outside work for him  
Human: I'm talkin about football! 
Sport: Until he'd before he took me to hospital!  
Human: I'm talkin about football!! 
sport: I think football seems to, to bring out the worst in 
a lot of people and that's the part of it that I do not 
like  
Human: do you like football? 
Sport: Yep  
Human: I watch it regularly. 
Sport: Because if football's on it has to be watched!It's 
like a a religion! Fi  
Human: what about you? 
Sport: OH!  
Human: do you always watch it? 
Sport: No, but when you switch on the telly on a Saturday 
afternoon there's football, football, football!Especially 
Sunday nights too !  
Human: Admit, how many hours would you like to watch it if 
available? 
Sport: If played properly, it's poetry in motion!And as the 
lady down here said, if the ladies do not like it, switch 
it off!If I had the chance I'd watch it twenty four hours a 
day!  
Human: is there any type of sport you practice? 
Sport: So, I played this and I taught myself and I had, I 
played at England and all over for oth , a ladies team, 
played a on a man's team and er, the we , the west and that, 
But, the men did not play you rough or anything but we had 
some good games!  
Human: what about basketball?  
Sport: Erm 




The classical way of viewing a data set is using the visualisation process, which 
maps the data from numerical or textual form to a visual representation that our 
mind can easily interpret such as: using graphical diagrams, charts, and 
geometric representation. However, it is difficult to visualise a corpus using these 
techniques. Instead of this, frequency lists and concordances could be the typical 
methods which help to visualise corpus content.   
Another method is using the chatbot. The visualisation could be achieved in 
terms of: 
1. Giving an overview of a whole data set, and this is depending on the 
chatting time. 
2. Focusing on a particular topic, to see what a corpus has in this topic by 
asking a direct question as illustrated in user s question in figure 5.11: 
What about basketball?
 
Unfortunately, this approach is not complete in this respect; one may argue that, 
sometimes the topic of text is about cars, for example, even though the word 
car itself is not using within the text, but denoted by a motor . Humans can 
infer that motor refers to car, while the current chatbot can not. Another criticism 
is that the find tool used in any word processor could check if a certain word 
like basketball  is in the corpus or not.   
This is totally true, no attempt is made here to compare the chatbot with other 
visualisation alternatives, but on the other hand, users could use the generated 
responses to go on a long conversation. By this they could have an overview not 
particularly if this domain is covered or not, but also could have an insight about 
the language used. The aim of this experiment is to show that the chatbot could 
be used as a tool to visualise corpora if the method improved to include topics, 




5.5 Evaluating the Qur an versions 
The evaluation of the Arabic/English Qur an version is based on achieving the 
following goals: 
1. Exploring problems in using Arabic language. 
2. Exploring the problems of adapting the program to cope with a text which 
is not conversational in its nature. 
3. Exploring the ability to use the chatbot as a tool to access an information 
source, and a useful application for this.  
As illustrated in section 4.6, four versions of the Qur an were developed: 
1. Two Arabic versions where the input and output is in Arabic language.  
2. Two bilingual English/Arabic versions where the input is in English and 
the output is in Arabic and English languages.  
5.5.1 Results and discussion of the Arabic versions 
The Arabic version program was tested on the sooras from 58-114, where these 
sooras are short verses, and are recited by Muslims. 76,961 categories were 
created and tested by Arabic Speaking Muslims.  
One potentially interesting achievement is: if an ayya is repeated in more than 
one soora, the following ayya is presented from each soora in addition to the 
soora name that has this ayya; this may be useful for statistical analysis by 
Qur an scholars and others. Feedback from Arabic evaluators presented the 
following difficulties of the Arabic version: 
1. Difficulty in entering the voweled Arabic words using Arabic keyboards. 
For example, in order to enter a word like (ALzaytoon), after every letter 
we type we have to press SHIFT key and the key of the vowel, which 
causes a lot of mistakes. Sometimes the consonant is doubled so users can 
miss the sign of the doubled consonants (Shadda).  
2. Another problem is that there is only one verse returned to the user, when 
they hoped to see all relevant verses.  
3. Not all words have an answer; this is related to the most significant word 





To improve the system, the restructuring process was modified. Instead of 
viewing one verse randomly from the matched list, the whole list was returned. 
This modification shows an improvement in users satisfaction. To solve the 
main problem represented by voweled letters, the future work must focus on 
removing the vowels from the generated patterns effectively creating an 
unvoweled Qur an. Figure 5.12 shows a chatting dialogue with the Qur an, 
where the human enters voweled Arabic, and the chatbot replies by finding the 
ayya(s) matching the human input.    
Human: 
 
Qur'an28-30: 1 ( ) 
             26( ) 
 
Human: 
Qur'an28-30: 2( ) 
Human: 
Qur'an28-30:  3 ( )                      
              5 ( ) 
Figure 5. 12 A sample of chatting with the Arabic Qur an chatbot  
5.5.2 Results and discussion of the English/Arabic version 
Two versions of ALICE were published using the Pandorabot service, the first 
handles sooras from 1 to 30, and the second handles sooras from 31-114 as 
shown in table 5.5. This splitting is according to the size, sooras from 1-30 have 
long verses, and the size of the file is big. Unfortunately, the full Qur an version 
general could not be installed to a local PC, because the Arabic language was not 
recognised.   
AIML 
Files 
Sooras 1-30 Sooras 31-114  










Atomic 5 7.95 12,893 3 3.56 10,057 
Default 19 24.3 41,805 10 19.9 32,544 
Total 24 32.3 54,698 13 23.26 67,771 




Human: Is it right that our protector is Allah?  
Qur'an14-114:  
{Muhammad (Muhammad)} 11 That is because Allah is the 
Protector of those who believe, but those who reject Allah 
have no protector. 
11 ( ) 
{The Morning Star (At-Tariq)} 4 There is no soul but has a 
protector over it. 
4 ( ) 
 
Human: What is the resurrection day?  
Qur'an14-114:  
{The Letter Qaf (Qaf)} 11 As sustenance for (Allah's) 
Servants;- and We give (new) life therewith to land that is 
dead: Thus will be the Resurrection. 
11 ( ) 
{Nooh (Nooh)} 18 "'And in the End He will return you into 
the (earth), and raise you forth(again at the Resurrection)? 
18 ( ) 
{The Resurrection (Al-Qiyama)} 1 I do call to witness the 
Resurrection Day; 
1 ( ) 
Figure 5. 13 A sample of chatting with the English/Arabic Qur an chatbot  
The user inputs a turn in the conversation, such as a question or a statement; the 
system responds with one or more verses from the Qur an, which seems 
appropriate as shown in figure 5.13. As this is a chatbot rather than a search 
engine, the ayyaas found are not simply the result of keyword-lookups; the 
response-generation mechanism is in fact hidden from the user, who will 
sometimes get the response I have no answer for that . On the other hand figure 
5.14 shows the case of matching a whole ayya, where the robot answer will be 
the next one.  
For English users, there is a problem of transliteration ambiguity.  This is when a 
word in Arabic could be transliterated in multiple ways, for example, Koran-
Qur an, Mohammad-Mohammed.  This could be solved in future by adding a 





Human: Say: He is Allah, the One and Only  
Qur'an14-114: {Sincerity (Al-Iklas)} 2 Allah, the Eternal, 
Absolute; 
2 ( ) 
 
Human: Allah, the Eternal, Absolute  
Qur'an14-114: {Sincerity (Al-Iklas)} 3 He begetteth not, 
nor is He begotten; 
3 ( ) 
Human: He begetteth not, nor is He begotten  
Qur'an14-114: {Sincerity (Al-Iklas)} 4 And there is none 
like unto Him. 
4 ( ) 
Human: And there is none like unto Him.  
Qur'an14-114: What the Greatest God Said is True  
Figure 5. 14 A sample of matching an entire ayya via chatting with English/Arabic chatbot   
In fact evaluation of this kind of general information access is not easy. As the 
information accessed is not in terms of specific questions, we cannot count 
numbers of hits in order to compute precision and recall scores. The best we 
could hope for is some kind of qualitative satisfaction assessment. When you 
come away from a conference, you may well think it was useful, not because you 
found answers to a list of specific questions, but because you have a better feel 
for current thinking and ideas in your sources , the people you chatted to.   
Muslim users were asked to chat with the Qur an version, and to answer the 
following questions:  
1. Do you feel you have learnt anything about the teachings of the Qur an?  
2. Do you think this might be a useful information access mechanism? If so, 
who for, what kinds of users?  
Some users found the tool unsatisfactory since it does not provide answers to the 
questions. However, using chatting to access an information system can give the 
user an overview of the Qur an contents. It is not necessary that the user will 
have a correct answer for his request, but at least it motivates him to engage in a 
long conversation based on using some of the outputs to know more about the 




Other users found it interesting and useful in the case a verse being read and the 
user wanting to find out from which soora it came from.  This would also benefit 
those who want to know more about the religion to learn what the Qur an says in 
regards to certain circumstances, etc.   
All Muslims are taught to recite some of the Qur an during school because 
reading the Qur an is one of the important basic elements of praying. However, 
students usually get bored of the traditional ways teachers followed in teaching 
the Qur an such as repeating after the teacher or reading from the holy book. 
Since most students like playing with computers, and chatting with friends, this 
tool may encourage them to recite a certain soora by entering an ayya each time 
as illustrated in figure 5.12 and figure 5.14. Since it is text communication, 
students must enter the ayya to get the next one, and this will improve their 
written Arabic.   
5.5.3 Evaluation methodology and results 
To measure the quality of the answers of the Qur an chatbot version, the 
following approach was applied: 
1. Random sentences from Islamic sites were selected and used as inputs of 
the English/Arabic version of the Qur an. 
2. The resulting transcripts which have 67 turns were given to 5 Muslims 
and 6 non-Muslims students, who were asked to label each turn in terms 
of: 
Related (R), in case the answer was correct and in the same topic 
as the input. 
Partially related (PR), in case the answer was not correct, but in 
the same topic. 
Not related (NR), in case the answer was not correct and in a 
different topic.  
Proportions of each label and each class of users (Muslims and non-Muslims) 
were calculated as the total number over number of users times number of turns. 
4 out of the 67 turns returned no answers, therefore actually 63 turns were used. 




Users  Mean of users classified 
answers as 
Proportion of classifying 
answers as 
R PR NR R PR NR 
Muslims 9.4 17.00 36.6 15% 27% 58% 
Non-Muslims 11.34 20.00 31.67 18% 32% 50% 
Overall 10.45 18.64 33.91 17% 30% 54% 






















Figure 5. 15 The Qur an proportion of each answer type denoted by users  
In the transcripts used, more than half of the results were not related to their 
inputs. A small difference can be noticed between Muslims and non-Muslims 
proportions. Approximately one half of answers in the sample were not related 
from non-Muslims point of view, whereas this figure is 58% from the Muslims 
perspective. Explanation for this includes: 
The different interpretation of the answers. The Qur an uses traditional 
Arabic language, which is sometimes difficult to understand without 
knowing the meaning of some words, and the historical story behind each 
verse. 
The English translation of the Qur an is not enough to judge if the verse 
is related or not, especially given that non-Muslims do not have the 




The main goal of chatting with the Qur an was not to measure the quality of 
answers but to explore the problems of using the Arabic language to retrain 
ALICE and the difficulties found by users while chatting with the Arabic 
versions.   
In this context, many ideas could be applied to improve the Qur an versions:  
Apply an algorithm to remove vowels from the source text, so it could be 
matched with the unvoweled user input. 
Attach each verse to its explanation as reported in a well known 
commentary of the Qur an.  
Add the phonetic transliteration of each Arabic verse in addition to the 
textual one to teach the correct pronunciation.   
Using chatting to access the Qur an looks like the use of a standard Qur an 
search tool. In fact it is totally different; a searching tool usually matches words 
not statements. For example, if the input is: How shall I pray? using chatting: 
the robot will give you all ayyas where the word pray is found because it is the 
most significant word. However, using a search tool4 will not give you any 
match.  If the input was just the word pray , using chatting will give you the 
same answer as the previous, and the searching tool will provide all ayyas that 
have pray as a string or substring, so words such as: praying, prayed, etc. 
will match.   
Another important difference is that in the search tool there is a link between any 
word and the document it is in, but in the chatting system there is a link just for 
the most significant words, so if it happened that the input statement involves a 
significant word(s), a match will be found, otherwise the chatbot answer will be: 
I have no answer for that . Comparing a chatbot with a search tool is explained 
in the next section. 





5.6 Evaluating the FAQ chatbot 
Section 4.2 holds the description of the system prototype which was adapted to 
cope with a frequently asked questions (FAQ) database. The FAQ in the School 
of Computing (SoC) at the University of Leeds5 has been used to retrain the 
ALICE chatbot system, producing FAQchat. The results returned from FAQchat 
are similar to ones generated by search engines such as Google, where the 
outcomes are links to exact or nearest match web pages.   
A search engine is a program that searches documents for specific keywords 
and returns a list of the documents where the keywords were found. 
(Internet.com 2004).  However, FAQchat could also give direct answers and the 
algorithm underlying each tool is different. To evaluate FAQchat, a comparison 
was made between the FAQchat and Google. The main objective of this 
experiment is to demonstrate that:  
1. FAQchat is a viable alternative to Google. 
2. The chatbot could be used as a tool to access FAQ databases.   
Currently there are two methods to ask a question related to the SoC:  
1. Using the search input box found in the main webpage of Leeds 
University, which is in fact the Google search engine.  
2. Using the SoC FAQ website.  
The SoC FAQ website can currently be accessed in two ways:  
1. Finding a topic of interest, by browsing the table of contents. 
2. Looking for a keyword, by browsing the index.  
If the FAQchat succeeds in giving correct answers, a third way could be added 
3. Asking a chatbot . 






5.6.1 Comparing the FAQchat with Google 
Google is a search engine which is very easy to use. It returns pages based on 
the number of sites linking to them and how often they are visited, indicating 
their popularity. (SeniorNet 2004). Search engines like Google retrieve 
information in four phases (Boyle 2003, SeniorNet 2004):  
1. Obtaining documents to be searched. The method used gives a 
classification of search engine types: 
Search engines which use crawlers, or spiders to get URLs such 
as Google; 
Search engines based on human submission;  
Others that are a combination of the two.   
2. Preparing the documents to be searched, which involve operations such 
as: filtering the text, and extracting the meaningful terms.  
3. Indexing the terms. One of the mechanisms used by Google is the 
inverted file structure. Three stages are applied :  
a. Each document is given a unique ID;  
b. A dictionary of all stemmed words from all documents is 
created;  
c. Each term in the dictionary is associated with a pointer to the 
inversion list. The inversion list associates each term to all 
documents containing it.   
4. The matching process which is used to give the best answer to a specific 
user query. One of the most widely used methods is the vector space 
model, where a two-dimensional array (term by document) is constructed 
with size M x N; M represents the items in dictionary, and N represents 
the documents. A weighting scheme may be applied such as column 
normalisation or tf-idf. The user query is represented as a vector of size 
M, and it is normalised, stemmed, and weighted in the same manner as 
the document s items. At the end the best hit will be selected using 
different methods of ranking. This ranking algorithm is the hidden 




Most search engines break up the user query into keywords, and return results 
according to keyword matches like Google. AskJeeves6 is a search engine that 
returns a result after analysing the query, using a question-processing engine to 
help understand the meaning of the words and grammar of the question. 
FAQchat is a compromise between the two. In retrieving information FAQchat 
will try to give the results using most significant words as keywords, and try to 
find the longest pattern to match without using any linguistic tools, or analysing 
the meaning. FAQchat does not need any linguistic knowledge module, and also 
in principle is language independent: it can be trained with FAQs in any natural 
language. The way FAQchat works was described in section 4.2.  
The aim of this evaluation is to show that FAQchat works properly; it is not a 
search engine, but it could be a tool to access web pages, and giving answers 
from FAQ databases. The aim is not specifically to measure comparative success 
of Google against FAQchat, merely to demonstrate the FAQchat is a viable 
alternative.  
Moreover, the most significant word approach has already been used to develop 
earlier versions of the chatbot, which deal with text and dialogues as illustrated in 
section 4.7. The aim of this experiment is to show that the same approach is 
applicable with the FAQ database.   
5.6.2 The methodology 
To evaluate FAQchat, the following approach was taken:  
1. An interface was built, which has a box to accept the user input, and a 
button to send this to the system. The outcomes appear in two columns: 
one holds the FAQchat answer, and the other holds the Google answer 
after filtering it to the FAQ database as shown in figure 5.16. Google 
allows searches to be restricted to a given URL, but this still yields all 
matches from the whole SoC website7 so a Perl script was required to 
exclude matches not from the FAQ sub-pages. 
2. An evaluation sheet was prepared which contains 15 information-seeking 
tasks or questions on a range of different topics related to the FAQ 
database, as shown in appendix A. The tasks were suggested by a range 






of users including SoC staff and research students to cover the three 
possibilities where the FAQchat could find a direct answer, links to more 
than one possible answer, and where the FAQchat could not find any 
answer. In order not to restrict users to these tasks, and not to bias to 
specific topics, the evaluation sheet included spaces for users to try 5 
additional tasks or questions of their own choosing. Users were free to 
decide exactly what input string to give to FAQchat to find an answer: 
they were not required to type questions verbatim; users were free to try 
more than once if no appropriate answer was found; users could 
reformulate the query. 
3. The evaluation sheet was completed by 21 members of the staff and 
students. Users were asked to try using the system, and state whether they 
were able to find answers using the FAQchat responses, or using the 
Google responses; and which of the two they preferred and why.    




5.6.3 Results and discussions 
Twenty-one users tried the system; nine members of the staff and the rest mainly 
were postgraduates. The analysis was tackled in two directions: the preference 
and the number of matches found per question and per user.  
Number of matches per question 
Table 5.7 summarises the number of evaluators who managed to find answers by 
FAQchat (denoted by C ) and Google (denoted by G ), for each question.     
Staff Students Overall
Questions C G C G C G
Q1: Can you find out how to convert word doc to PDF? 6 6 7 10 13 16
Q2: Can you find out what scanners are in the school? 6 6 8 9 14 15
Q3: Can you find out the most interesting module(s) for the third year? 2 2 4 3 6 5 
Q4: Can you find out the opening and closing time of the labs? 8 4 11 6 19 10
Q5: Can you find out how to set up a personal website? 4 2 10 5 14 7 
Q6: Can you find out how to use Linux? 3 3 11 11 14 14
Q7: Can you find out when and where can you submit your 
coursework? 
6 5 10 6 16 11
Q8: Can you find out what to do if you didn't attend an exam? 8 3 12 4 20 7 
Q9: Can you find out what to do if you have problems with your 
supervisor? 
8 7 10 8 18 15
Q10: Can you find out how to delete a job from the printer? 8 8 12 9 20 17
Q11: Can you find out what students can do after graduation? 2 1 3 0 5 1 
Q12: Can you find out about available tools for knowledge discovery? 2 0 3 1 5 1 
Q13: Can you find out how to write a PhD thesis? 1 5 9 7 10 12
Q14: Can you find out the E_mail address of a member staff? 8 1 10 3 18 4 
Q15: Can you find out how to print an email message from Pine? 8 4 9 8 17 12
Table 5. 7 Can you find the answer? Analysed per question  
The mean for each class of users (staff and student), and for each tool (FAQchat 






Formula 1   
         
Where:  Xi  represents the number of users in group i (staff, students, overall),     
              who found answer.  










Formula 2  
Where: G is the total number of users in each group (staff, students), which are 
9 and  12 correspondingly.     
Users / Tool Mean number of users 
finding answers 
Proportion of users finding 
answers 
FAQchat Google FAQchat Google 
Staff 5.33 3.8 59% 42% 
Students 8.6 6.0 72% 50% 
Overall 13.93 9.8 66% 47% 





















Figure 5. 17 The proportion of finding answers by the FAQchat and Google.  
Results in table 5.8 and figure 5.17 show that 66% overall of our sample of users 
managed to find answers using the FAQchat while 47% found it by Google. 
Since there is no specific format to ask the question, there are cases where some 
users could find answers while others could not. The success in finding answers 




Of the overall sample, the staff outcome shows that 59% were able to find 
answers by FAQchat compared to 72% of students who managed to do so; 
students were more successful than staff.  
The preferred tool per question 
For each question, users were asked to state which tool they preferred to use to 
find the answer. Results are presented in table 5.9. Some users had no preference.    
  Staff    Students Overall  
Questions C G C G C G 
Q1: How to convert word doc to PDF? 3 4 4 5 7 9 
Q2: What scanners are in the school? 5 1 7 0 12 1 
Q3: The most interesting module(s) for the third year? 3 2 7 2 10 4 
Q4: The opening and closing time of the labs? 5 2 9 1 14 3 
Q5: How to set up a personal website? 3 1 8 1 11 2 
Q6: How to use Linux? 3 0 4 2 7 2 
Q7: when and where can you submit your coursework? 2 0 4 0 6 0 
Q8: What to do if you didn't attend an exam? 7 0 11 0 18 0 
Q9: What to do if you have problems with your supervisor? 2 0 6 0 8 0 
Q10: How to delete a job from the printer? 3 0 8 2 11 2 
Q11: What students can do after graduation? 1 2 3 0 4 2 
Q12: Can you find out about available tools for knowledge 
discovery? 
3 1 3 1 6 2 
Q13: How to write a PhD thesis? 1 5 5 2 6 7 
Q14: Can you find out the E_mail address of a member staff? 9 0 8 1 17 1 
Q15: How to print an email message from Pine? 6 1 5 0 11 1 
Table 5. 9 Which tool do you prefer? Analysed per question  
The proportion of users who preferred each tool was calculated using formula 2. 
Table 5.10 and figure 5.18 show that 51% of the staff, 41% of the students, and 
47% overall preferred using FAQchat against 11% who preferred Google.     
Users / Tool Mean of users who 
preferred 
Proportion of users who 
preferred 
FAQchat Google FAQchat Google 
Staff member 3.733 1.27 41% 14% 
Students 6.13 1.13 51% 9% 
Overall 9.87 2.4 47% 11% 
































Figure 5. 18 Which tool do you prefer? Summary  
Number of matches and preference found per user 
The number of answers each user had found was recorded in table 5.11.  The 
proportions found were the same as the ones in table 5.8 and table 5.10. 
However, the mean presented in table 5.12 was different because there are 9 


















S1 8 7 2 2 T1 9 5 9 5 
S2 12 6 9 1 T2 10 9 10 9 
S3 10 7 7 2 T3 11 6 11 6 
S4 10 7 5 2 T4 9 7 9 7 
S5 11 8 10 1 T5 10 8 10 8 
S6 12 7 7 1 T6 11 6 11 6 
S7 6 5 5 4 T7 14 5 14 5 
S8 6 5 8 2 T8 11 6 11 6 
S9 8 6 3 4 T9 12 9 12 9 
        
T10 9 5 9 5 
T11 12 10 12 10 
T12 14 8 14 8 




Users / Tool Mean no. of questions for which 
answers were found 
Mean of preference 
expressed 
FAQchat Google FAQchat Google 
Staff member 9.22 6.44 6.22 2.11 
Students 11 7 7.67 1.42 
Overall 10.24 6.95 7.05 1.71 
Table 5. 12 The mean for giving answers and preference each user found  
The evaluation sheet ended with an open section inviting general feedback. The 
following feedback was obtained:   
1. Both staff and students preferred using the FAQchat for two main 
reasons: 
The ability to give direct answers sometimes while Google only 
gives links. 
The number of links returned by the FAQchat is less than those 
returned by Google for some questions, which saves time 
browsing/searching.  
2. Users who preferred Google justified their preference for two reasons: 
Prior familiarity with using Google. 
FAQchat seemed harder to steer with carefully chosen 
keywords, but more often did well on the first try. This happens 
because FAQchat gives answers if the keyword matches a 
significant word. The same will occur if you reformulate the 
question and the FAQchat matches the same word. However, 
Google will give different answers in this case.   
An interesting additional result is how often one system found an answer but the 
other did not. In 9% of cases Google found an answer but FAQchat did not. 
However, in 28% of cases FAQchat found an answer but Google did not. This 
resulted from the different matching technique used by each tool.  
Unfortunately just 4 users tried to add extra questions. Formula 1 was used to 
find the mean, where n = 5 and G = 4. Overall, 35% of the sample preferred 




5.6.4 Testing reliability 
The previous results were true for the sample; however, to be sure that it is 
reliable and not produced by chance, the t-Test was used.   
The main goal of the t-Test is to determine whether the means of two groups of 
scores differ to a statistically significant degree (Kranzler and Moursund 1999). 
The paired t-Test is selected to compare between FAQchat and Google for each 
class of users (staff and students). Formula 3 has been used (Greer and Mulhern 
2002) to calculate T:    
k
sd
mdT Formula 3 
    
Where:   
md is the difference of mean between the two groups,   
sd  is the standard deviation for the difference,   
k  is the total number in the group.   
To extract the Tcrit from a table, the degree of freedom must be calculated using 
formula 4.  
1kdf 
Formula 4  
Analysis comparing hits per question and per user 
First, the data presented in table 5.7 and table 5.11 was analysed in table 5.13 
which clarifies the results of finding answers by the two tools. In table 5.15 each 
row denoted by question represents matches found per question (table 5.9) where 
k =15. Each row denoted by user represents matches found per user (table 5.13) 
where k =9 for the staff, k =12 for the students, and 21 overall. Again C denotes 
FAQchat and G denotes Google. P denotes the probability of assuming the null 
hypothesis. The null hypothesis is there is no difference in the mean in finding 
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Finding answers 
C G md sd T df Tcrit P 






















































Table 5. 13 Paired t-Test for finding answers analysed per question and per user  
As shown in table 5.13, T > Tcrit, which means the assumption that there is no 
difference was incorrect. The result implies that either staff, students, and overall 
manage to find more answers using FAQchat or both tools were equivalent in 
giving answers, these results are summarised in figure 5.19.     























Analysis: Which tool do you prefer? 
The process was repeated to test the significance for the preferences. Table 5.14 
summarises the results obtained from the data in tables 5.9 and 5.11. The null 
hypothesis is: there is no difference in the mean between the two tools 
according to users preference .   
    Mean        
    
Which tool do you 
prefer? C G md sd T df Tcrit P 






















































Table 5. 14 Paired t-Test for users preferred tool analysed per question and per user  
Again clear results in all cases were gained, T was greater than Tcrit in both 
analyses per question and per user for staff, students and overall. Figure 5.20 
is a summary analogous to figure 5.19. Consequently the null hypothesis was 
rejected. Overall, we concluded that users prefer using the FAQchat tool.    






















5.6.5 Samples of chatting 
In this section samples of asking questions to FAQchat and Google are presented 
which show the different answer possibilities: direct answer, or a set of related 
links as shown in figure 5.21 and figure 5.22.     
a. Direct answer generated by FAQchat using the FAQ of the school of    
    computing at University of Leeds  
Human: How can I remove a job from the printer? 
FAQchat:  
If you want to remove a job from the printer queue then 
find out the job number using the lpq command, and in a 
UNIX shell type:  
% lprm -P printername job_no  
You can only remove jobs that you have sent to the printer 
yourself - apart from Support that is. 
For more information look at:  
How do I remove a job from the printer queue? (Printing )
 
b. Related links generated by FAQchat   
Human: How can I delete a job from a printer? 
FAQchat: You may find your answer in the following links:  
How do I check the printer queue? (Printing )
How do I remove a job from the printer queue? (Printing )
How do I check my printer credits? (Printing )
How do I use the printer from a Windows machine? (Other 
Windows information )
Figure 5. 21 Answers generated by FAQchat  
FAQchat could generate either a direct answer or related links for rewordings of 
the same question. This is because the matching process is based on matching the 
most significant words found in the user input. In figure 5.21, sample a, the 
significant words are remove and printer in addition to the first word how . 
Where sample b, the significant word is printer only in addition to the first 
word how . According to that, different answers could be generated based on 




a. Answers generated by FAQchat 
Human: What happen if i can't submit the coursework on time?  
FAQchat: You may find your answer in the following links:  
Examinations/Coursework (General Information )
 
Why coursework? (Examinations/Coursework )
What if I can't hand coursework in on time? 
(Examinations/Coursework )
Can students be granted extensions or exemptions from 
coursework? (Teaching )
What are the penalties for late submission of coursework? 
(Teaching )
b. Answers generated by Google for the same question  
Examinations/Coursework
... 5. What happens if I can't attend my exam ... DOESN'T 
HAPPEN!! ... If a student is considered 
by the School Examinations Board to have made no serious 
attempt to pass a ...  
www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/faq/public/x0704.html - 14k - 
Supplemental Result - Cached - Similar pages
Figure 5. 22 Answers generated by FAQchat and Google  
Figure 5.22 shows an example where Google s answer is the same as the top 
answer produced by FAQchat. However, FAQchat provides all links related to 
courseworks, where the third link holds the real answer for the user s input.    
5.7 Summary 
In contrast to the Loebner Prize contest which is used to measure the ability of a 
chatbot to fool people that they are chatting with real humans, the evaluation 
process described in this chapter is tackled in three main directions:  
The naturalness of ALICE. 
The ability of the learning techniques in finding a match. 
Significance tests for user satisfaction with the results.  
Even though ALICE won the Leobner prize three times, in this chapter the 




human-to-chatbot dialogues in three levels: lexical, semantic, and part of speech. 
The comparison shows that an over exaggeration in using key lexical 
grammatical and semantic features, such as speech-act verbs and first-person 
pronouns, are raised in ALICE as an attempt to simulate real human dialogues.   
In order to measure the success of the Java program and the adopted learning 
techniques in the KGA prototype, three dialogue metrics were adopted:  
Dialogue efficiency to measure if the learning techniques increase the 
ability to find an answer by analysing the matching types. 
Dialogue quality to measure the quality of each response according to 
reasonable, weird but understandable, or nonsensical reply. 
Users satisfaction assessment based on open-ended request for feedback.   
Results showed that expanding the AIML pattern matching using the first-word 
and the most significant word approaches yielded more favourable feedback: the 
informants found the conversations less repetitive and more interesting. 
Responses were sometimes weird and apparently irrelevant, but at least they 
were not always no answer .   
The evaluation of the BNC system presented the ability of the program to 
generate more than one million categories. In contrast to the traditional way of 
visualisation by giving numerical figures, the chatbot was used as a tool to 
visualise a corpus, this means giving insight, or an overall picture of the data 
contents as illustrated by using the BNC chatbot versions.  
The Arabic chatbot version was evaluated in terms of exploring the problems of 
using Qur an Arabic language which are: the voweled text of the Qur an, and the 
different interpretation of verses in the absence of the correct word meaning and 
the historical knowledge. However, the AIML interpreter can handle the Arabic 
language; the Java program was modified to cope with the textual nature of 
Qur an instead of the dialogue ones; also the Qur an version succeeded in giving 




The FAQchat version was retrained using the FAQ of the School of Computing 
at the University of Leeds. A comparison was made between FAQchat answers 
and Google. The aim was not to try to evaluate the two systems to come up with 
relative scores, but to show that it is a viable alternative compared to search 
engines such as Google and it could be used as a tool to access FAQ databases. 
The t-Test was used to measure the significance of the results. Feedback 
favourable to FAQchat was gained from almost all users, even those who 
preferred Google. They found it a novel and interesting way to access the FAQ 
using natural language questions. Overall, about two thirds of users managed to 






"Only when you drink from the river of silence shall you indeed sing. And when you have 
reached the mountain top, then you shall begin to climb." 
Gibran Khalil Gibran, “The Prophet” 
6.1 Summary of the work 
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6.4.1 Project aims 
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6.5 Overall conclusions 
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Evaluation sheet: the School of Computing FAQ chatbot 
 
I am Bayan Abu Shawar, a PhD student in the School of Computing 
at the University of Leeds. The following evaluation is part of my work. We 
want to investigate the possibility of using a chatbot to access the FAQ of the 
School of Computing. The evaluation process is based on user satisfaction in 
using this tool compared with the Google search engine to answer a question 
related to the FAQ. User satisfaction is measured by two metrics: the ease of use, 
and the accuracy in giving the right answers. Below are a number of questions 
that you can try to answer, which will not take more than 20 minutes. 
 
Input your question in the ‘Question’ box and press the “Ask” button. The 
answer from both the chatbot and the Google search-engine will appear on the 




Name:  ………………………………………………………….. 
 





Your task is to try using our system to find answers to typical questions asked by 
School of Computing students and staff. In case you cannot find an answer, 
check the spelling, and try to re-formulate the question.  
 
In the table below, state whether you were able to find an answer using the 
chatbot responses; whether you found an answer using the Google responses; 

























1. Can you find out 
how to convert a 
word document to 
PDF format? 
 
    
 
2. Can you find out 
what scanners are 
in the school? 
 
    
3. Can you find the 
most interesting 
module(s) for the 
third year? 
 
    
4. Can you find out 
the opening and 
closing time of the 
labs? 
 
    
5. Can you find out 
how to set up a 
personal website? 
    
6. Can you find out 
how to use Linux? 
 
 
    
7. Can you find 
when and where 
can you submit 
your coursework? 
 
    
8. Can you find out 
what to do if you 
did not attend an 
exam? 
 
    
9. Can you find out 
what to do if you 








10. Can you find 
out how to delete a 
job from the 
printer? 
 
    
11. Can you find 
out what students 
can do after 
graduation? 
 
    
12. Can you find 
out about available 
tools for knowledge 
discovery?  
 
    
13. Can you find 
out how to write a 
PhD thesis? 
 
    
14. Can you find 
the E-mail address 
of a member staff? 
 
    
 
15. Can you find 




    
 




























21. Which tool do 




































Many thanks for your cooperation, 
 
Bayan Abu Shawar 
School of Computing 
University of Leeds 
Tel: (0113) 34 37288 
E_mail: bshawar@comp.leed.ac.uk 
 
